Fossil bear material from the oldest deposits in the Jasna Strzegowska cave (Silesia, southern Poland)
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Fossil bear material from the lowermost deposits of the Jasna Strzegowska cave is described and its taxonomic status assessed. Comparison with bear remains from other Early and early Middle Pleistocene localities of Eurasia shows the presence of two bear species: Ursus etruscus and U. deningeri, based on morphological and size characters of the teeth and postcranial bones. The teeth of U. deningeri from the Jasna Strzegowska cave are larger, wider and have much more complicated occlusal surfaces when compared with the teeth of U. etruscus. Both bear species are characterized by relatively short and robust metapodials, although those of U. etruscus are on average less massive. Some differences in muscle attachments and articular surfaces have also been found. Metapodials of primitive arctoid bears, that co-occurred with U. etruscus and U. deningeri, are much longer and slimmer. U. etruscus and U. deningeri probably did not live in the Jasna Strzegowska cave at the same time. Based on its time range in Eurasia and morphological characteristics, the age of U. etruscus is estimated as Early Pleistocene, between 1.8–1.3 Ma. This is its first description from Poland, and the remains described are in size and morphology indistinguishable from material from other European localities. For U. deningeri, an early Middle Pleistocene age is suggested.
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INTRODUCTION

The evolutionary history of bears of the genus Ursus is a traditional topic of palaeontological studies (e.g., von Reichenau, 1904, 1906; Freudenberg, 1914; Rode, 1931, 1935) because of the presence of abundant and well-preserved material. The main interest focuses on the Late Pleistocene, while there are many papers too dealing with Middle Pleistocene forms (e.g., Kurtén, 1956, 1959; Musil, 1972, 1995; Argant, 1991; Bishop, 1982; Torres, 1988; Tchernov and Tsoukala, 1997; Baryshnikov and Foronova, 2001; Baryshnikov and Kalmykov, 2005; Sher et al., 2011).

While the evolutionary history of bears of the Ursinae from the mid Middle Pleistocene to the Holocene (the last ~600 ky) is well-documented, especially for the deningeroid-spelaeoid lineage, current re-evaluation of this process is complicated due to the absence of reliable data from the crucial period of the early Middle Pleistocene (900–700 ka). So far, only few studies have been published (e.g., Kurtén, 1969; Musil, 1974; Wisniowska, 1989), while important new data on late Early Pleistocene urids close to arctoid and spelaeoid bears have appeared (Moullé, 1992; García and Arsuaga, 2001; Musil, 2001; García, 2003; Madurell-Malapeira et al., 2009; Rabeder et al., 2010). These new discoveries have demanded a radical re-evaluation of traditional models on the evolution of Ursinae bears, refining the diagnostic characters, variation patterns and phylogenetic significance, including establishing reliable autapomorphic characters discriminating the arctoid and spelaeoid lineages (Wagner and Čermák, 2012). Due to the lack of detailed information, several individual specimens were described as new taxa of uncertain affinity (e.g., García and Arsuaga, 2001; Musil, 2001). Among this overwhelming crowd of different conceptions, two papers have served as especially valuable viewpoints (Rabeder et al., 2010; Wagner and Čermák, 2012).

In such situation, any new material allowing resolution of this problem is especially valuable, even if the remains are not very numerous. As a consequence, and especially in the case of Ursinae bears, the stratigraphic determination of a number of localities has long been controversial. With respect to these localities, where possible, the best way to corroborate the previously published dates is to provide a new detailed taxonomic
re-evaluation of the available fossil record. The precise stratigraphic position of faunal assemblages is of great importance for the correct interpretation of migration events and evolution of particular taxa/lineages in Europe during the Pleistocene (Wagner et al., 2017).

One such locality is the Jasna Strzegowska cave, long known. Excavations of this cave provided abundant material of birds and mammals (Sawicki, 1949, 1953; Mirosław-Grabowska and Cyrek, 2009; Stefaniak et al., 2009; Nadachowski et al., 2016; Ratajczak et al., 2016). However, most of the bone remains have never been studied in detail, and so far only birds and herbivores have been described (Bocheniski et al., 2012; Stefaniak, 2015; Nadachowski et al., 2016; Ratajczak et al., 2016). For this reason, the faunal list is fairly incomplete and should be treated as preliminary. The present paper provides a detailed description of the bear material from the oldest deposits of the Jasna Strzegowska cave together with a discussion of taxonomic and stratigraphic issues.

SITE

Jasna Strzegowska cave (50°24'54" N 19°41'32" E, 430 m a.s.l., no. 394 in Kowalski, 1951 and no. IV.D.2 in Szelerewicz and Górný, 1986), also known as Jasna cave or Jasna w Strzegowej cave, is situated in the Jamy rock near the Strzegowa-Kolonia (Okupniki) village (commune Wolbrom, Olkus county, Małopolska Voivodeship; Fig. 1). Historically, the rock is described as “Jamy” and is situated in the Smolen'sko-Niegowonickie rank of the Polish Jura, the eastemmost part of Silesia. The cave was formed in an isolated limestone hill, and filled with deposits >2 m thick. With a total length of 85 m, the cave includes two chambers and a small corridor, and the main entrance is north-facing. The chamber, ~100 m² and 8 m high, is the largest preserved cave chamber in the middle part of the Polish Jura (Stefaniak et al., 2009).

This locality has long been known and was first mentioned by Przesmycki (1912). In 1947–49, excavations at the entrance and in the main chamber were conducted by L. Sawicki. During this exploration, the deposits were completely removed. In a short lithological description, based on field studies, the following layers were distinguished: layer 1 – rocky limestone; layer 2 – grey clay with detritus; layer 3 – detritus loam; layer 4 – soil with dark grey loam; layer 5 – medium-grained, yellow-brown sands containing bones and flint artefacts; layer 6 – typical light loess; layer 6a – darker loess with scattered limestone fragments; layer 7 – Neolithic layer, old deposit surface; layer 7a – loess burnt in the bottom of a Neolithic hearth; layer 8 – talus. In addition to faunal remains, a few flint artefacts were also found (Sawicki, 1953).

In 1991–1994, K. Cyrek carried out excavations in a corridor called Lisie Jarny, not excavated by L. Sawicki (Rybicka and Cyrek, 1997). In the 2 m deep profile, six layers were distinguished: layer 1 – red erosion loam; layer 2 – rounded and chemically eroded rubble; layer 3 – amorphous loess with sand lenses and a single rubble layer; layer 4 – sandy loam with diverse rubble; layer 5 – loess with admixture of sand and sharp-edged rubble; layer 6 – sandy-loess Holocene humus. The deposits included hiatuses, with the oldest layer 2 dating back to MIS 6, layer 3 to MIS 5e, layer 6 to MIS 2, and layer 7 to MIS 1 (Mirosław-Grabowska and Cyrek, 2009). A production settlement with flint hatchets was discovered above the cave, at the top of the rock. The excavations provided, in addition to animal remains, numerous flint artefacts representing four Palaeolithic (Aurignacian, Mousterian, Achelouian and Gravettian) and one Neolithic (Lengyel culture) level (Sawicki, 1948, 1953; Mirosław-Grabowska and Cyrek, 2009; Stefaniak et al., 2009).

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Measurements of the fossils were taken point to point, with an electronic calliper, to the nearest 0.1 mm. Each value is the mean of three measurements. A standard scheme for measurements was applied and modified from Hilpert (2006) and Argant (2010) and is shown in Figure 2. Osteological and dental terminology follows Barshnikov (2007) and the standard scheme for teeth measurements was applied and modified from Barshnikov (2007) and shown on Figure 2. The definitions and subdivisions of the Quaternary follow Gibbard and Cohen (2008) and Gibbard and Head (2009a, b). The definition and subdivisions of mammal zones and their correlation with the chronostratigraphic scale as well as with MN-zones follow Kahlke et al. (2011). The nomenclatural codification follows the 4th edition of the International Code of Zoological Nomenclature (ICZN, 1999). Capital and lower case letters, C/c (canines), I/i (incisors), P/p (premolars), and M/m (molars), refer to upper and lower teeth, respectively.

The bones of Pleistocene bears from the following sites were used as comparative material:

1. *Ursus arctos*: Dmanisi (Medin et al., 2019); Fuente Nueva 3 (Medin et al., 2017); Monte Argentario (Petrucci and Sardella, 2009); Olivola (Mazza and Rustioni, 1992); Pietrafitta (Mazza and Rustioni, 1992); Pirro Nord (Petrucci et al., 2013); Saint Vallier and Senéze (Mazza and Rustioni, 1992; Argant, 2004); Trlica (Vislobokova and Agadjanian, 2015); Tsiotra (Koufos et al., 2018); Valtarno (different sites, Mazza and Rustioni, 1992); Venta Micena (Medin et al., 2017).

2. *Ursus ex gr. arctos* (sensu Rabeder et al., 2010): Deutsch Altenburg (Rabeder et al., 2010); Poludniowa cave; Sackdilling cave; Trincher Dolina 4 (Garcia and
3. *Ursus deningeri*: Chauteau (Athen, 2007); C 718 cave, Chlum 1 and 4 caves (Wagner and Čermák, 2012); Eichorn cave (Athen, 2007); Gombasek (Gombaszög), Kóněprusy caves, and Kövesvárad (Wagner and Čermák, 2012); Kozi Grzbiet (this work), Mosbach 2 (Athen, 2007); Petralona cave (Kurtén and Poulianos, 1977); Stránská Skála (Musil, 1972); Tunel Wielki cave (this work); Westbury-sub-Mendip (Athen, 2007).

**RESULTS**

All material studied is stored at the Institute of Systematics and Evolution of Animals, Polish Academy of Sciences, Kraków. The publication concerns only material from the oldest layers of the cave. Most of the material is covered by clay loam and the adjacent layer of analogous debris. That is, they come from mixed layers. M2 and mc 3 come from a layer of red clay with rock rubble, while a smaller m1 was from the bottom layer of limestone debris with red silt. Additionally, a left mt 2 was found in the lower part of the loess with rock rubble from the front of the inside part of the chamber.

The ursid material from Jasna Strzegowska cave comprises 24 specimens. Among them, left C1, right M2, and 16 postcranial elements (right calcaneus without proximal epiphysis, left mc 3, right mc 5, two left mt 2, right trapezium, right navicular, right hamatum and seven, mostly strongly damaged phalanges were assigned to *U. etruscus* (total 18 teeth and bones). All other remains, namely five isolated teeth (right, worn I3, left C1, left and right m1 and crown fragment of left m2) were classified as *U. deningeri*. Finally, two milk canines, due to lack of any diagnostic metric or morphological features, were tentatively identified as *Ursus* sp.

**URSUS DENINGERI VON REICHEANU, 1904**

A single right I3 (ISEZ MF/7399) from the Jasna Strzegowska cave is represented only by a damaged crown, with broken buccal part and small part of the root. This large, caniniform incisor has the crown situated at an angle of 40° to the axis of the root; the crown itself appears in the medial-lingual part of the point. In terms of its cross-section, the crown is compressed in a longitudinal direction. The medial and distal ridges appear less sharply in its apex area than in the *U. etruscus*. 

**Fig. 2. Scheme of measurements of bear teeth and postcranial bones**
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the distal edge gradually rises against the lingual crown surface. a little below the tip, the medial edge divides downwards into two divergent parts, which enclose a guinness-like depression. however, this division tends to be more clearly visible than that of u. etruscus. the medial and distal edge bends or kinks at the base lingually and merges into a cingulum that terms inside of the entire tooth. the i3 from jasna strzegowska cave has a well-developed lingual edge and a fossa lunaris which occurs as a clearly visible pit on the mesial side of the tooth. the cingulum in u. etruscus is very weak and sometimes absent. in standard i3 of mid-late middle pleistocene u. deningeri, the anterior and posterior edges delimit a somewhat recessed field with the lingual cingulum. in the hollow, small side stools often develop on the medial base of the main cusp and occasionally on its distal base. the medial stool always rises at the point where the lingual part of the edge joins the cingulum. it tends to be less sharply opposed to this than to the downward inclination of the main point stacked side stools on the distal base. the upper one is separated from the descending edge by a notch, the lower one seems to represent an elevation of the cingulum. this stool-like elevation of the cingulum apparently has a local bulge in the base of the crown, while the other cusp is otherwise below the distal edge and tends to reach the deepest one.

the development of i3 from jasna strzegowska cave is similar to that of u. deningeri; this specimen also differs from spelaeoids in a less developed lingual edge and fossa lunaris, lack of any additional enamel structures, and overall a less massive and more curved crown. as for the i3 of u. a. suessenbornensis, there is no lingual edge and no fossa lunaris, which are present on the tooth analysed. the measured specimen (length 12.78 mm, breadth 10.97 mm) lies within the range of u. deningeri, while i3 is larger and more massive than the i3 of u. etruscus (figs. 3 and 4; table 1). only the largest i3 of u. etruscus matches in size the i3 from jasna strzegowska cave, but morphological features excluded assignation to this species.

two are m1 of different sizes. dimensions of the smaller, right m1 (isez mf7402) fall into the variability of extant u. a. arctos and small teeth of u. deningeri, and are much smaller than m1 of u. ex gr. spelaeus and u. a. priscus. the lingual margin is straight, while the anterior one is sharply pointed. the buccal margin of the trigonid is slightly convex, and gently kinks at the base. the interior slope of the hypoconid, that distinguishes both cusps is much narrower and deeper. there is one, large metatileyd on the crest between the para- and metaconid (morphotype 1). a single large metaconid is connected with the mesial metatileyd, which is oriented medially. the triple entoconid consists of a large, dominant entoconid 1, strongly associated with entoconid 2 and smaller entoconid 3 (morphotype a3). the entire entoconid complex forms a gradually descending crest with the entoconid 3 bearing a long, further diversified mesial arm. a single and elongated entoephyconid occurs between the hypo- and entoconid. on the interior slope of the hypoconid, there are a few delicate pillar-like reinforcements, while there are no entoconid pillars, no mesoconid and no median crests. a low and elongated hypoconulid is recognisable, and a cingulum is weakly developed. measurements: 1 – 29.4 mm, 2 – 16.2 mm, 3 – 6.3 mm, 4 – 3.3 mm, 5 – 11.8 mm, 6 – 15.3 mm. the larger tooth from jasna strzegowska cave fits well with the size range of u. deningeri, while the smaller one is in the range of u. a. suessenbornensis; both teeth clearly exceed the dimensions of m1 of u. etruscus (figs. 3 and 4; table 1).

because of their morphology, both m1 from jasna strzegowska cave were previously attributed to ursus sp. or ursus spelaeus. our analysis showed that both these teeth should be classified as belonging to u. deningeri based on: (1) the entoconid complex (adequately double and triple) forming a gradually descending crest with the largest entoconid 1, and with entoconid 2 bearing a long, further diversified, mesial arm; (2) the mesial metatileyd oriented medially from the metaconid; (3) the main cusps, especially on the talonid, are placed farther away than in the arctoid bear; (4) the buccal wall of the trigonid bulges (very gently in the smaller m1, more visibly in the larger tooth) at the metaconid/metatileyd boundary; (5) the distal part of the paraconid is less medial-wards turned and has a more laterally extended medial slope; (6) a relatively wide talonid. simultaneously, their classification as u. ex gr. arctos should be rejected, even if some morphometric values show similarity to those of this bear. both teeth lack some features typical of u. ex gr. arctos: (1) the double entoconid complex is usually composed from a large dominant entoconid 1 and much smaller entoconid 2 with a short mesial arm; (2) lack of continuity between the mesial metatileyd and the metaconid; (3) wider placement of the talonid cusps; (4) more sharply pointed anterior margin which is blunt in arctoid bears; (5) the mesial metatileyd continues mesially or mesio-laterally; (6) the buccal wall is straight, without apparent bulging on the metaconid/metatileyd boundary; (7) the distal part of the mesially shifted paraconid is turned more medially; (8) the talonid in relation to the trigonid is not so expanded and is moderately broad.
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Fig. 3. Teeth of ursids from Jasna Strzegowska cave

*Ursus deningeri*: 1 – left C1 (ISEZ MF/7400), 3 – left m1 (ISEZ MF/7401), 4 – right m1 (ISEZ MF/7402), 6 – right l3 (ISEZ MF/7399);

*Ursus etruscus*: 2 – left C1 (ISEZ MF/7395), 5 – right M2 (ISEZ MF/7394) (occlusal view); all teeth shown at the same scale, scale bar 20 mm;  a – buccal view,  b – lingual view,  c – occlusal view
Fig. 4. Length of teeth and metapodials plotted against different breadth measurements (B – breadth, Ba – anterior breadth, Bp – posterior breadth, mB – minimal shaft breadth) based on Early and early Middle Pleistocene material of *Ursus etruscus*, *Ursus ex gr. arctos*, *Ursus deningeri* and *Ursus* from Jasna Strzegowska cave.
Length of teeth and indices distinguishing different bear species based on Early and early Middle Pleistocene materials of *Ursus etruscus*, *Ursus ex gr. arctos*, *Ursus deningeri* and *Ursus* from Jasna Strzegowska cave

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JSJ</th>
<th>JSJ</th>
<th>U. ex gr. arctos</th>
<th>U. etruscus</th>
<th>U. deningeri</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M variation</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td></td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>6.0–13.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>6.3–11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B/L</td>
<td>86.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>88.5</td>
<td>74.6–105.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| C1  |     |                  |             |              |             |              |             |              |
| L   | 24.5|                  | 20.6        | 14.2–27.6    | 60          | 22.6        | 18.0–31.4   | 40          |
| B   | 20.2|                  | 14.0        | 11.0–18.2    | 60          | 17.3        | 14.3–22.4   | 40          |
| B/L | 82.5|                  | 68.0        | 58.0–84.0    | 60          | 77.0        | 65.2–87.0   | 40          |

| M2  |     |                  |             |              |             |              |             |              |
| L   | 32.1|                  | 40.0        | 33.7–45.0    | 23          | 32.0        | 24.2–40.7   | 74          |
| Ba  | 18.7|                  | 20.6        | 16.8–23.0    | 23          | 17.8        | 14.9–21.7   | 74          |
| Ba/L |58.3 |                  | 51.7        | 46.5–57.5    | 23          | 56.2        | 49.0–79.3   | 74          |

| m1  |     |                  |             |              |             |              |             |              |
| L   | 25.8|                  | 24.0        | 20.9–28.2    | 59          | 27.5        | 24.2–31.5   | 42          |
| Bp  | 13.1|                  | 10.7        | 8.1–13.0     | 59          | 13.3        | 11.2–18.1   | 42          |
| Bp/L |50.8 |                  | 44.4        | 36.9–49.4    | 18          | 44.8        | 34.1–54.2   | 59          |


**Ursus etruscus** Cuvier, 1823

There are two isolated canines among the bear material from Jasna Strzegowska cave, both well-preserved: only the smaller one (ISEZ MF/7395) has the tip shaved off. Based on the relatively weak curvature of the crown and the less elliptical shape of the root, the small isolated canine can be regarded as a lower canine. The larger tooth (ISEZ MF/7400) is strong and robust (length 24.5 mm, breadth 20.2 mm), curved moderately distally and weakly flattened bucco-lingually. The crown in relation to the root is proportionally short, with smooth distal edges, which are accompanied by hollows. Smaller tooth (length 19.7 mm, breadth 14.6 mm) differs in some minor morphological features.

Because of the lack of clearly defined diagnostic characters, it is not easy to distinguish different bear forms by their canines. Additionally, in contrast to the cheek teeth, canines are highly dimorphic. In the material from Mosbach 2 (600–550 ka), the upper canine breadth was 17.3–20.5 mm in *I3* (n = 8) and 13.3–16.7 mm in *I3* (n = 10; Baryshnikov, 2006). The substantial size difference between the two canines from Jasna Strzegowska cave might be interpreted as a sign of sexual dimorphism. We can distinguish *U. deningeri* and *U. etruscus* by their average size values. These measurements reflect that *U. deningeri* possessed more robust canines than *U. etruscus*, the sexual dimorphism in canine size in *U. deningeri* being more developed. However, there is also an overlap, and *I3* canines of *U. etruscus* can be placed within the size range of *I3* canines of *U. deningeri* (Figs. 3 and 4; Table 1).

However, we also found some morphological features which allow us to attribute both canines to different taxa. The small size and relatively slender build cannot give a clear answer as regards taxonomic attribution. However, the smaller canine possesses some additional, more arctoid-like characteristics which occur also in *U. etruscus*, but in *U. deningeri* are much rarer or more weakly developed. Firstly, the root is elongated and less massive in deningeroid and spelaeoid bears, while it is shorter and more massive in arctoid bears, a feature also noted for *U. etruscus*. The second character is the presence of a thin, well-developed inner enamel crest running along the entire crown length, from the top to the base; this is typical of arctoid bears (Rode, 1935). While some authors doubt that this feature allows clear discrimination, our observations show that it occurs in early Middle Pleistocene *U. deningeri* only rarely, and is weakly developed. The last character is the blunt top of the larger canine, while upper canines of arctoid bears usually end in sharp points. Unfortunately, the case smaller canine has a worn top so it is impossible to detect this feature. Based on the reasons noted above, we attribute the larger canine (ISEZ MF/7400) from Jasna Strzegowska cave to *U. deningeri* and the smaller one (ISEZ MF/7395) to *U. etruscus*.

An isolated M2 (ISEZ MF/7394) belongs to an adult animal, and no fine morphological structures are preserved due to abrasion. The crown has an elongated oval outline, with all main cusps low and expanded, so the chewing surface is broad and low (1 – 32.1 mm, 2 – 9.8 mm, 3 – 8.9 mm, 4 – 18.7 mm, 5 – 16.3 mm). In occlusal view, the tooth possesses a broad and much expanded trigon as well as a very short talon, which quickly narrows. The buccal wall of the largest cusp, the paracone, forms a rectangular, smooth area which rises gently to the buccal margin. The lingual wall forms a much smaller but similarly smooth area. The smaller and morphologically similar metacone is separated from the paracone by a wide, shallow and U-shaped valley. A thick, well-defined ridge rises from the apex of the metacone to the trigon. The lingual main cusp, the protocone, is elongate and low, while the mesocone and hypocone are weakly developed, low and rounded. All three cusps are closely associated, and their apices are connected by a thin ridge. The anterior part of the protocone is connected with the anterior ridge which forms a thick and high wall, which
collars the anterior parts of the talon and the paracone, but is not connected with this cusp. Despite the trigon broadness, the inner field is elongated but narrow and almost smooth. The tooth bears an moderately developed cingulum approximately below the protocone complex and anterior half of the hypocone on the lingual side, and below the paracone on the buccal one. These two parts were connected by a mesial margin. There is no parastyle present at the contact between the mesial margin and paracone but the cingulum gets stronger in this region. No accessory cusps are evident on the buccal side. A distal cingulum is weakly developed, forming a low ridge, which collars almost the entire talon, but is not connected with the metacone. The rounded and restricted talon field is smooth, with only a few, weakly developed lines.

A morphological analysis according to Rabeder (1999) shows a very low stage of evolution and high primitivism of the tooth analysed. All morphotypes characterising the M2 were regarded as the most primitive ones: parastyle – A1, mesostyle – 0, paracone pillar – A, metaloph – 0, posterolophe – 0, talon field – A, metaloph – 0, posthypocone – 0, distal cingulum – A, protocone internal slope – 0, lingual cingulum – 0. The M2 from Jasna Strzegowska cave is as primitive as all comparative specimens of U. a. suessensbornensis and more primitive than the M2 of U. deningeri in all individual characteristics. In size, the tooth matches well the U. etruscus range and lies outside those of both U. deningeri and U. a. suessensbornensis (Figs. 3 and 4; Table 1).

The right calcaneus (ISEZ MF/7398) is strongly damaged, with half of the tuber calcanei and the medial process chipped off; therefore it is impossible to estimate the maximum length or breadth of the bone (Fig. 5). However, the remaining part, and comparison with the complete calcanei of other bears, allows estimation of the total length as ~70–80 mm. This value lies in the range of deningeroid bears, and is also comparable with recent U. a. arctos and U. etruscus dimensions. Apart from the size, the morphology differs slightly from the calcaneus of deningeroid bears. The medial process is broad but relatively short, triangular and situated almost vertically to the corpus, which is very massive in the anterior-posterior direction. Almost the entire surface of the medial process is covered by an oval, broad and shallow facies articularis astragali medialis. The lateral process forms a thin and high crest running from the distal end to halfway along the corpus. Running transversally, the broad and shallow facies articularis astragali lateralis is separated from the facies articularis astragali medialis by a deep and wide groove. An oval and deep facies articularis cuboidea is connected distally with the facies articularis astragali medialis. The crescentic and flat sulcus tendinis musculi flexoris hallucis longis is elongate and medially widened. In comparison to the calcaneus from Jasna Strzegowska cave, the heel bone of the deningeroid bear differs by the following features: (1) the medial process is elongate and rectangular, with the distal end oriented more medial-proximally; (2) the facies articularis astragali medialis placed on the medial process is rectangular, rather flat and its margin forms a thin but sharply pointed ridge, which collars the whole surface; (3) the lateral process is more pronounced, the flat facies articularis astragali medialis being longer and running more obliquely; (4) the facies articularis cuboidea is shallower and does not contact with the facies articularis astragali medialis.

The well-preserved, left mc 3 (ISEZ MF/7392) is a small and proportionally gracile bone (1 – 64.5 mm, 2 – 19.9 mm, 3 –
The proximal articulation is set nearly at right angles to the end of the shaft, the dorsal face expanding considerably more than the posterior (Fig. 5). It is vertically convex, transversely concavo-convex. On its inner side, there is a broad oval surface set on a tuberosity for articulation with the overlapping portion of the mc 2. These two articular surfaces are divided from each other by a well-marked ridge. On the external side, there are two concave surfaces which overhang and articulate with the mc 4. They are not so deeply concave, and are more confluent than those of the mc 2. On the anterior surface, a shallow groove of the proximal epiphysis runs diagonally, and the trapezoidal ligament was attached to its upper part. The entire head of the bone is roughened for the reception of the ligaments binding the bone to the carpus and its fellow metacarpals. The shaft presents a triangular section proximally, and it is nearly circular in the middle and distally. A slight palmar ridge is developed behind, at the point where it joins the distal articulation, and it is flattened in front. The distal epiphysis is bulb-shaped, and divided from the epiphyseal line of the shaft by deep dorsal and lateral depressions. The distal articulation is epiphyseal and symmetrical, having the inner tuberosity larger than the external one. On the palmar or inferior surface, they develop a short ridge along the median line. This line fits into the palmar notch of the first phalanges. On either side of it lies a sesamoid bone to which almost all tendons of the adductor and flexor muscles were fixed, for the movement of the metacarpals. At the point where the shaft joins the distal end, there is a tuberosity which catches the sides of the phalangeal articulations. In general appearance, the distal articulation is almost straight on the inner side and strongly curved on the external side.

In size, mc 3 (ISEZ MF/7392) from Jasna Strzegowska cave falls within the lowermost values of U. deningeri and U. etruscus, and is smaller from that of U. a. suessenbornensis (Figs. 4 and 5; Table 2). Its proportions are comparable with those of U. deningeri and U. etruscus, however the plumpness indexes for the shaft and distal epiphysis is closer to the second species. Morphologically, the mc 3 analysed differs slightly from that of U. deningeri in two less expanded concave surfaces on the proximal end for the contact of mc 4.

An intact, right mc 5 (ISEZ MF/7396) is the largest and the most massive among all four preserved from Jasna Strzegowska cave (1 – 74.5 mm, 2 – 27.0 mm, 3 – 24.6 mm, 4 – 11.6 mm, 5 – 16.0 mm, 6 – 19.0 mm, 7 – 23.7 mm), with the proximal epiphysis strongly thickened and flattened (Fig. 5). The proximal articulation for the hamatum forms a continuous surface with that of mc 4, and it is convex only in vertical direction and covers the entire end of the bone. The inter-metacarpal articulation is flattened, segmental in form, set at right angles to that for the hamatum, and interrupted inferiorly by a large ligamentary notch. In front it rises to an articular surface, which fits into a corresponding hollow in mc 4. Both proximal articulation facets for the carpals IV–V run gently from anterior to posterior and protract medially. The medial articulation surface (for mc 4) shows two round lobes. The larger, anterior, lobe runs down distally into a triangular area. Externally, its head presents a large tuberosity which afforded attachment to the strong ligaments that bound the bone to the hamatum, cuneiform, and pisiform. On the palmar surface, there is also a large tuberosity. The proximal epiphysis is deeply convex and the anterior limit ends in an acute angle. Laterally, it develops a bulge and forms a semilunar convex surface. The shaft is proportion-
ally shorter and more robust than triangular in section, to be more tapering, and to arch more decidedly in a palmar and outward direction than any other metacarpal bone. The distal epiphysis is strongly convex externally and concave internally, and the outer tuberosity is larger and set lower on the bone than the inner one. Its shape is developed according to the norm for ursids and it is split into two parts of different size by a cristae. The medial part is narrower, while the palmar process is large and well developed. In size, the mc 5 analysed is placed within the range of *U. deningeri, U. ursinus, and U. a. suessen-bormensis* (Figs. 4 and 5; Table 2). The massiveness of this bone slightly exceeds the values obtained for *U. ursinus*, especially the distal end. Morphologically, the mc 5 from Jasna Strzegowska cave differs from that of *U. deningeri* in the shape of the arch-like curvature which is less developed while the dorsal surface is more flattened.

There are two well-preserved mt 2 from Jasna Strzegowska cave, which do not differ morphologically. The size difference is a result of sexual dimorphism, with the larger bone (ISEZ MF/7397) belonging to the male (1 – 57.8 mm, 2 – 20.5 mm, 3 – 10.5 mm, 4 – 7.7 mm, 5 – 10.9 mm, 6 – 13.9 mm, 7 – 17.2 mm), and the smaller (ISEZ MF/7393) to the female (1 – 62.7 mm, 2 – 21.8 mm, 3 – 13.3 mm, 4 – 9.8 mm, 5 – 12.4 mm, 6 – 15.7 mm, 7 – 16.7 mm). The proximal articulation is formed by a medial concavity that is frontally bulged and posteriorly directed to the medial side (Fig. 5). It also narrows pointedly in its posterior direction, and has a triangular shape. Laterally, there are two well-marked surfaces, both concave and joined to mt 3. The proximal articular surface for the cuneiform I is pronounced and its median ridge is strongly shifted dorsally, while frontally it is enlarged and curved. Medially, it forms a short constriction and a distal bulge. The articular surfaces for mt 3 are separated from each other, and the posterior one is much larger and rounded. The proximal articulation facet for tarsal II is composed of two different areas, clearly separated by large, well-developed and rounded incisions that differ in size. Anterior part is strongly widened and curved, in shape a non-isosceles triangle. The posterior part is smaller and rectangular in shape. An elongate smaller indentation is shifted towards the medial side and is positioned centrally. The larger indentation is more oval-shaped, situated more laterally and runs anterior-medially. Medially, the articular surface is divided into two sides: frontally, the first one is horizontally elongated, stretching out and sloping to the medial plane. Behind, there is a flat and short end to the surface. Frontally, there is one concavity, similar to that described on the previous bone. The medial articulation is divided into two parts, a smaller anterior and a larger posterior one. The areas are separated by a semi-circular incision, strongly pleated at the base. The lateral indentation is similarly developed and also splits into two, differently-sized areas. The medial crest and a medial articulation facet slopes towards the medial side, and these are quite shallow and elongated. Mt 2 has a massive and curved diaphysis, front-distantly flattened and rectangular. The distal articulation is relatively large, rounded, and irregular-shaped. The medial epicondyle is more prominent than the lateral one.

In size, both mt 2 from Jasna Strzegowska cave fell into the size range of *U. deningeri* and *U. ursinus*, with the larger bone near the mean of both species (Figs. 4 and 5; Table 2). Their proportions are also comparable with those of *U. deningeri* and *U. ursinus*, however the plumpness indexes for the shaft and distal epiphysis are closer to *deningeri*. Morphologically, the mt 2 analysed differs from mt 2 of *U. deningeri* and *U. ursinus* by the following features: (1) the proximal articular facet of mt 3 becomes smaller anteriorly and the proximal articulation slightly bends towards the anterior and lacks a deep incision on the dorsal margin; (2) the articular facet for the mt 3 is smaller anteriorly.

### INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION

Sawicki (1953) noted that most of the bones examined from the Jasna Strzegowska cave came from different layers of the cave, mainly 6 and 4, which were re-deposited from the bottom of the cave. The upper layers, relatively rich in fauna, represent the Holocene and the Late Pleistocene, as shown by dating of a *Saiga tatarica* skull (13,630 ±70 years BP uncalibrated, Poz-26122, Nadachowski et al., 2016). The cranium came from loess deposits under a layer of soil (this is probably layer 6 according to Sawicki’s (1953) nomenclature. The oldest layer (according to Sawicki (1953) layer 3-red-brown weathered clay) according to Mirosław-Grabowska and Cyrek (2009) came from probably a warm and humid period, most likely around the boundary of the Pliocene and early Pleistocene. There is strong frost-disturbance of silt in both the upper and lower parts. Analysis of the deposits show that they do not represent a continuous succession and thus the interpretation given is only tentative. The lower deposits preserved in the Jasna Strzegowska cave have characters of typical karst fillings in the form of red-brown clays. The lithology of this layer, and especially the high proportion of residual clay, the high iron content and the occurrence of mainly autogenic minerals indicate deposition during a warm and humid period, probably at the Pliocene–Early Pleistocene boundary (Mirosław-Grabowska and Cyrek, 2009). Additionally, Sawicki (1953) observed two levels of frost disturbances in the deposits. The lower level included an extrusion of sediments of layers 2 and 3 and deformation of layer 4. The upper level was marked by the intrusion of some layer 4 deposits into the loess layers (Mirosław-Grabowska and Cyrek, 2009). Apart from the ursid bones described above, no older faunal elements have been found there. Therefore, the exact age of the material cannot be estimated.

The taxonomic position of bear remains from the Jasna Strzegowska cave has been interpreted differently in the past, they being attributed to Ursus sp. or *U. spelaeus* (Sawicki, 1953; Mirosław-Grabowska and Cyrek, 2009; Stefaniszak et al., 2009). The material is not abundant, but is well-preserved, and it was attributed to *U. ursinus* based on the results of morphological analysis. From Poland, this species has been mentioned only once from the Early Pleistocene alluvial deposits of Zadębcie (SE Poland; Prószynski, 1952). Later authors only cited the first mention (Kowalski, 1959; as Ursus sp. in Wolson, 1989), but it has never been found again in Poland. Similarly, material from Zadębcie was only mentioned as an advanced form, at an evolutionary level between that of Pliocene and Pleistocene bears (Prószynski, 1952). However, the material was never described in detail, so it is impossible to compare it with the bones from Jasna Strzegowska cave.

*U. ursinus* appeared in Eurasia ~2.2–2.0 Ma and is regarded as a typical Early Pleistocene faunal element and representative of a new ursine evolutionary lineage of Asiatic origin in Europe (Table 3; Rustioni and Masza, 1993a, b; Wagner, 2010). Remains of this bear have been found at many localities across Eurasia dated between 1.8–1.3 Ma, such as Saint-Vallier (*Viret, 1954; Argant, 2004*), Puebla de Valverde (*Kurtén and Crutsafon-Pairó, 1977*) and Dmanisi (*Medin et al., 2019*). In the evolutionary history of this species, four subspecies were described: (1) *U. e. saintvallierenis* Baryshnikov,
Table 3

Occurrence of Ursus etruscus in the Early Pleistocene of Eurasia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Age [Ma]</th>
<th>Literature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saint-Vallier</td>
<td>2.2–2.0</td>
<td>Vrèlet (1954); Argant (2004); Baryshnikov (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puebla de Valverde</td>
<td>2.2–2.0</td>
<td>Gautier and Heintz (1974); Kurten and Crusafont-Pairó (1977)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daferno 1</td>
<td>2.0–1.9</td>
<td>Koufos and Kostopoulos (2016); Koufos et al. (2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seslkon (cf.)</td>
<td>2.0–1.9</td>
<td>Symeonidis (1992); Koufos and Kostopoulos (2016); Koufos et al. (2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chilnaz 2</td>
<td>2.0–1.8</td>
<td>Boeuf (1997); Boivin et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valdarno</td>
<td>1.9–1.8</td>
<td>Forsyth Major (1887, 1890); Berzi (1966); Torre et al. (1993); Mazza and Rustioni (1992, 1994); Rock et al. (2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vassiloudi</td>
<td>1.9–1.8</td>
<td>Koufos and Kostopoulos (1997, 2016); Koufos et al. (2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivola</td>
<td>1.9–1.8</td>
<td>Mazza and Rustioni (1992, 1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Val di Magra</td>
<td>1.9–1.8</td>
<td>Forsyth Major (1890); Mazza and Rustioni (1992, 1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kislang</td>
<td>1.9–1.7</td>
<td>Jánossy (1986)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dmanisi</td>
<td>1.9–1.7</td>
<td>Vekua (1996); Medin et al. (2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurukay</td>
<td>1.9–1.7</td>
<td>Solnikova (1989)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tegelen</td>
<td>1.8–1.7</td>
<td>Newton (1913); Bernsen (1932); Schreuder (1935, 1949); Erdbrink (1953)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schemfeld</td>
<td>1.8–1.6</td>
<td>Dehm (1962a, b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montoussé 5</td>
<td>1.8–1.6</td>
<td>Clot et al. (1976), Clot and Durantan (1990)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senèze</td>
<td>1.8–1.6</td>
<td>Schaub (1943); Delson et al. (2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tríca</td>
<td>1.8–1.6</td>
<td>Dimitrijević (1990); Dimitrijević et al. (2003); Vasilokova and Agadjanian (2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsiostra Vraysia</td>
<td>1.8–1.4</td>
<td>Koufos et al. (2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marjan</td>
<td>1.8–1.5?</td>
<td>Malez (1959, 1961)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pietrafitta</td>
<td>1.7–1.6</td>
<td>Rustioni and Mazza (1993a, b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zabia cave</td>
<td>1.7–1.5</td>
<td>this paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betfia 13</td>
<td>1.6–1.5</td>
<td>Terzea (1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venta Micena</td>
<td>1.6–1.5</td>
<td>Martínez-Navarro (1991); Torres (1992); Madurell-Malapeira et al. (2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valea Graunceanului</td>
<td>1.6–1.4</td>
<td>Radulescu et al. (2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barranco León</td>
<td>1.5–1.4</td>
<td>Abbazzi (2010); Martínez-Navarro et al. (2010); Medin et al. (2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ubedița</td>
<td>1.5–1.4</td>
<td>Baliesio (1986); Martínez-Navarro et al. (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blassac-la-Girondie</td>
<td>1.5–1.3</td>
<td>Heintz et al. (1974)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monte Argentario</td>
<td>1.5–1.3</td>
<td>Petrucci and Sardela (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pirro Nord</td>
<td>1.5–1.3</td>
<td>Petrucci et al. (2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuente Nueva 3</td>
<td>1.4–1.3</td>
<td>Abbazzi (2010); Medin et al. (2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monte Peglia (cf.)</td>
<td>1.4–1.2</td>
<td>Basilici et al. (1991)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apollonia 1 (cf.)</td>
<td>1.3–1.2</td>
<td>Koufos and Kostopoulos (1997); Koufos et al. (2018); Koufos et al. (2018)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2007 (2.2–2.0 Ma, found in Saint-Vallier and La Puebla de Valverde), characterized by relatively small teeth, M2 with a narrow talon, m1 with a bicuspid metaconid, and m2 with a short talonid; (2) U. e. etruscus Cuvier, 1823 (1.8–1.3 Ma, found in Olivola and Pietrafitta), distinguished by smaller anterior premolars and posterior molars larger than those in U. e. saintvallierensis, M2 with a comparatively large talon, m1 with a bicuspid metaconid, and m2 with a long talonid; (3) U. e. verecagini Sharapov, 1986 (2.0–1.7 Ma, found in Kurukai), characterized by the presence of large teeth, comparatively broad M1 and M2, m1 with a monocuspid or bicuspid metaconid, and m2 with a moderately long talonid; and (4) U. e. vekuae Baryshnikov, 2007 (1.9–1.7 Ma, Dmanisi) with teeth larger than in other subspecies, with particularly enlarged M2, and m1 with a bicuspid metaconid (Baryshnikov, 2007; Medin et al., 2019).

According to Medin et al. (2019) the morphometric and morphological variability displayed by the specimens from different localities in Europe is not sufficient to separate them into different subspecies and the known variability can be attributed to sexual dimorphism. Authors however, in general terms, agree with Baryshnikov (2007) in distinguishing two main chrono-subspecies, U. e. saintvallierensis and U. e. etruscus, with the latter as an autochthonous descendant of the former form.

As for the evolutionary relationships of U. etruscus, there are two main conceptions. According to Mazza and Rustioni (1992, 1994), and later Wagner (2010), this bear was a highly specialized species without descendants. By contrast, most authors have regarded U. etruscus as an ancestor of arctoid and spelaeoid bears (Madurell-Malapeira et al., 2015; Medin et al., 2017, 2019). The main problem is that among the latest records of U. etruscus, from which the species was listed (sometimes tentatively), only a few localities have yielded abundant material. The taxonomic identity of these specimens is not an easy task and some of them may represent early arctoid forms (Wagner, 2010) or were even recently re-described as other bear species, e.g. those from Sandalja 1 (Wagner et al., 2017). In this context, the latest occurrences of U. etruscus, dated between 1.3 and 1.2 Ma; e.g. Monte Peglia (Basilici et al., 1991),
or Colle Curti (Mazza and Rustioni, 1992), should have been cited as *Ursus* sp. and need further analysis. Only the material from Piro Nord was revisited and can be classified as *U. etruscus* (Petrucci et al., 2013).

The newly described material of *U. etruscus* from the Jasna Strzegowska cave, although well-preserved, is scanty and could not provide more detailed biostratigraphic information. In view of the accompanying contemporary fauna, an exact age for the finds cannot be given. It can be only tentatively estimated as the Early Pleistocene, between 1.8 and 1.3 Ma, which is the time span of occurrence of *U. etruscus* in Europe. Besides the Jasna Strzegowska cave, and the record from Zadębcze, the only undisputed Polish record of this species came from the Żabia cave dated at 1.7–1.5 Ma (Nadachowski et al., 2011), where a few isolated teeth and postcranial elements were found.

Similarly to the find of *U. etruscus* from the Jasna Strzegowska cave, the material of *U. deningeri* from this site was also re-deposited and lacks detailed stratigraphic context. According to molecular data, divergence between the arctic and spelaeoid bear lineages occurred at ~2.75 Ma (Krause et al., 2008). However, the phylogenetic signal of deep divergence is rather indistinct in the direct fossil record and the first record of phenotypically distinct individuals of the respective lineages are much younger (Wagner and Čermák, 2012). The oldest representatives of both lineages are known since ~1.4–1.2 Ma, with the oldest records from Deutsch Altenburg (Rabeder et al., 2010; Wagner, 2010; Wagner and Čermák, 2012). Analysis of the material from the Jasna Strzegowska cave shows a high similarity to the early Middle Pleistocene forms, and a similar age may be supposed for the attribution of the bones to *U. deningeri*.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Available bear remains represented by dental and postcranial material from the Jasna Strzegowska cave (southern Poland) have been revised and its taxonomical status was re-evaluated. As a result of this analysis, the presence of two bear species has been documented. The specimens previously assigned to *Ursus spelaeus* or *U. sp.* were re-determined and assigned to *U. etruscus* and *U. deningeri*. Because the co-existence of both bears is improbable, based on the presence of these species and their morphological characteristics, the age of *U. etruscus* is estimated as Early Pleistocene. For *U. deningeri*, an early Middle Pleistocene age is suggested. This is the first description of fossil material of *U. etruscus* from Poland.
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